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Abstract

Companies commonly establish and pursue business goals. A goal states a purpose. In the Software Engineering literature, different evaluation purposes such as to understand, monitor, improve, control, compare and select are mentioned. Considering that these purposes share distinctive and common aspects, in the present work, we include a categorization that helps a better understanding of them. On the other hand, to reach the purpose of a goal, a suitable strategy should be chosen. A strategy describes a particular course of action by means of process and method specifications. We have envisioned different strategies for different evaluation goal purposes. Therefore, in this paper we also present some strategies, which are part of a family of strategies driven by measurement and evaluation activities. Specifically, we document evaluation strategies for the monitoring, improving, and comparing and adopting purposes. In addition, we illustrate the comparing and adopting strategy applied to four social network mobile apps.
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1. Introduction

In any mature organization, the continuous quality improvement of its resources, processes, products and services should be ensured. Sometimes, software organizations need to develop new applications or to improve the existing ones, so it would be desirable to take into account, as a reference, others applications to adopt their strengths. For this end, it is not only necessary to have Measurement and Evaluation (ME) activities which allow to understand the actual or estimated situation of an entity through strengths and weaknesses analysis, but also to have activities that allow to perform changes oriented to the improvement (MEC will stand for ME and Change).

An engineering way to organize the ME/MEC activities and to manage resources is by means of project formulation. Considering the project term definitions given in [6, 16], both agree on that it is necessary to determine a project plan. During planning and resource allocation, the goal and its purpose are taken into account. In addition, the suitable strategy should be selected aimed at achieving the goal. The selected strategy should describe the course of action for the goal and the particular purpose, by means of the specification of activities and methods. Consequently, software organizations that consider ME or MEC projects in a systematic way can ensure process repeatability and consistency of results.

Aimed at illustrating the goal, purpose and strategy concepts, Fig. 1 depicts some relations between them, which will serve as the basis for understanding this work. An organizational goal can be both business and information need goal. The latter supports the former, and consequently has the analyze purpose. Additionally, an information need goal could require a ME information need goal, which involve ME activities. Furthermore, typical evaluation purposes for business goals can be to understand, monitor, control, improve, adopt, among others. However, we observe that in the state-of-the-art literature there is some lack of consensus in their descriptions and/or definitions.

On the other side, Fig. 1 shows that a ME/MEC strategy considers an evaluation purpose and one or more quality views. For instance, the monitoring strategy considers the monitor purpose and one
quality view. According to [14], a strategy should have at least three pillars such as a domain conceptual base, and the process and method specifications. These allow to have explicitly defined the evaluation domain in order to know what generic and specific activities intervene, and how to perform them through methods. Since a strategy considers the quality view concept, it is worth mentioning that it represents an association between an entity category and a quality focus (see [18] for more details about the quality view concept).

Hence, in a specific ME or MEC project, the more suitable strategy should be selected from a family of strategies, taking into account the goal evaluation purpose, and the amount and types of quality views.

In summary, the contribution of this work is threefold. First, to identify and categorize a set of evaluation purposes for business and information need goals at operational level, which can be satisfied through the systematic use of strategies driven by ME, analysis and, eventually, change. Second, to document one strategy per each category of evaluation purposes. Lastly, to illustrate the applicability of the comparing and adopting strategy, illustrating them with concrete evaluation scenarios.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the main terms for a better comprehension of this work. Note that some terms and a new figure were added regarding [20]. Section 3 analyses evaluation purposes in the context of the state-of-the-art literature and proposes three categories. Section 4 specifies strategies for the monitor, improve, and compare and adopt purposes, illustrating them with concrete evaluation scenarios. Section 5 illustrates the comparing and adopting strategy. Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 summarizes conclusions and future work.

2. Definition of some Key Terms

As above mentioned, well-established strategies need three pillars, namely: process specifications, method specifications, and domain vocabularies. Each strategy specifies its own processes and methods that helps accomplishing a specific goal purpose. However, the family of evaluation strategies uses a common vocabulary, which is structured in ontologies as a way to explicitly organize and define the terms, attributes and relationships used in activity and method specifications for non-functional requirements definition, measurement, evaluation and improvement. Looking at the shaded part of Fig. 2, we had specified sub-ontologies (in [2, 19]) for the business goal, project, context, non-functional requirements, measurement and evaluation components. However, the rest of the conceptual components viz. the functional requirements, development and maintenance ones are still unspecified. Having well-structured vocabularies serving as common ground for diverse strategies may promote a more effective operationalization of projects dealing with evaluation, testing, development and maintenance goal purposes.

For space reasons just some terms presented in Fig. 1, which are fully used for process and methods specifications in Sections 4 and 5, are defined below (note that all the terms, attributes and relations are defined in [2, 19]):

- **Goal** (synonym: Organizational Goal): the statement of the aim to be achieved by an organization which considers the propositional content of a purpose in a given timeframe.
- **Business Goal**: it is the main goal that the organization intends to achieve.
- **Information Need Goal**: it is a goal intended to get insight for a given business goal.
- **ME Information Need Goal**: it is an information need goal driven by ME activities.
- **Purpose**: the rationale for achieving a specific goal. Purposes can be classified into evaluation,
development, testing, and maintenance/change purpose categories. In turn, evaluation purposes (i.e., purposes that fall into the evaluation category) can be subcategorized as we discuss in

![Fig. 2 Conceptual components (sub-ontologies) for the Family of Strategies. Note: FRs stands for functional requirements and NFRs for non-functional requirements.](image)
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- **Strategy**: principles, patterns, and particular domain concepts and framework that can be specified by a set of core processes, in addition to a set of appropriated methods and tools, as core resources, for helping to achieve the project’s goal purpose.

- **Measurement**: a task that uses a metric definition in order to produce a measure’s value. Note: a metric is a method that specifies the measurement or calculation procedure and its scale.

- **Evaluation**: a task that uses an indicator definition in order to produce an indicator’s value. Note: an indicator is a method that specifies the calculation procedure and its scale in addition to the model and decision criteria in order to provide an evaluation of a calculable concept with respect to a defined information need.

### 3. Evaluation Purposes and Categories

Usually, in Software Engineering, projects are intended to and named as evaluation project, testing project, development project, among other types. A given project type can operationalize diverse goal purposes. For example, evaluation projects operationalize purposes like understand, improve, monitor, among others. While development projects operationalize purposes such as create, add, delete, among others. Therefore, we also can distinguish categories of purposes as evaluation, testing, development, and maintenance/change categories. In turn, purposes for the evaluation category can be subcategorized.

In this Section, we address the first stated contribution, viz. evaluation purposes and their categorization.

Analyzing the measurement and evaluation literature, noteworthy, still there is no full consensus about definitions for purposes, particularly, for those purposes that involve evaluation and change activities. Many works consider that **characterize** and **understand** purposes are the same one, which involve to understand or take a snapshot of the current situation of an entity for establishing baselines for future assessment [3, 8, 10, 13]. However, the **characterize** purpose could be achieved previously to the **understand** purpose, since it would allow the characterization of an entity from the relevant nonfunctional requirements identification standpoint. Once identified the relevant characteristics, the understanding of the current entity state can be performed by means of ME activities. On the other hand, the **predict** purpose usually is intended to identify and understand cause/effect relationships between characteristics/attributes of entities [8] aimed at establishing predictive models that could be useful in MEC activities.

Besides, the **monitor** purpose implies tracking the status or performance of attributes of an entity [3]. That is, it consists of a continuous understanding of an entity over time for analyzing its evolution and possible trends. Note that monitoring includes the **understand** purpose applied in a repetitive way, at a given frequency for a defined interval of time. Sometimes, the **control** purpose is related with **monitor** since it addresses the identification of deviations that influence the status or performance of processes and products for reducing risks [3]. Some authors [3, 10] consider the **control** and **monitor** purposes as a single purpose, due to they involve a continual evaluation and occasionally changes for improving the expected performance.

On the other hand, Preece and Rombach [17] categorized evaluation purposes as passive or active:

“**passive purposes are aimed at better understanding or visualizing existing software items without influencing them, whereas active ones are aimed at actually influencing them in some way**”.

We can infer that purposes for the active category always imply changes on the target entity and/or its context, aimed at improving it. Conversely, evaluation purposes for the passive category imply no changes. However, we observe that both categories do not fit well the intention of all evaluation purposes.

For example, the **compare and adopt** purpose, which involves the determination of strengths and weaknesses of a set of preselected representative entities, and the adoption of strengths in a new entity or in one that already exist, could be both active and passive. If it is about adopting detected strengths in an existent entity, this purpose implies changes and falls into the active category; otherwise, if the strengths are adopted in a new entity to be developed, it falls into the passive category.
Furthermore, exists the select an alternative purpose among preselected competitive entities aimed at adopting and installing it. As a result, for purposes that have entity preselection – independently if purposes are active or passive- a new category can be envisioned.

Consequently, we envision three categories for evaluation purposes, namely: Characterize and Understand, Control and Change, and Adopt an Alternative.

The Characterize and Understand category includes purposes such as to understand, monitor and predict. Understand implies getting information about the current state/performance of an entity, so change actions are not performed on the entity. Note that understand may also foster to find additional entity’s characteristics to be included in future evaluations. In this sense, the achievement of the understand purpose can help to characterize as well. However, in our approach, the measurement and evaluation activities are not intended directly to characterize. Regarding the monitor purpose, as above mentioned, it consists of a continuous understanding over time. The predict purpose helps to understand possible cause-effect relations among characteristics/attributes of entities. This category matches the passive category mentioned by [17].

The Control and Change category includes purposes such as to improve, and monitor and control. These purposes are not just intended for understanding the current state or performance of an entity, but also for improving it by introducing changes. In addition, these purposes can be achieved taking into account one or two quality views [18]. The improve purpose is related with the identification of problems, vulnerabilities and others opportunities for improving the entity quality. So, it always implies changes. In turn, the monitor and control purpose implies performing a critical analysis in order to maintain under control the detected performance problems by doing corrective actions, if needed. Control and Change category is similar to the active category considered in [17].

The Adopt an Alternative category includes purposes such as to select an alternative and to compare and adopt. These purposes share one activity, which is devoted to preselect competitive or representative entities. The select an alternative purpose implies to understand the current state of each preselected competitive entity and therefore select the one with the best performance. Note that the selected entity does not undergo changes, but rather is adopted for installation and/or use. On the other hand, the compare and adopt purpose is based on determining strengths and weaknesses of a set of representative entities in order to adopt strengths in an existing entity or in one to be developed. Thus, this purpose may imply changes on the existing entity.

4. Some Evaluation Strategies from the Family of Strategies

Given an evaluation goal, the selection of the suitable strategy from a family of strategies is a critical aspect. The strategy defines a specific course of action to be followed for achieving the goal purpose. In order to illustrate one evaluation strategy per each category analyzed in the previous Section, we use three evaluation scenarios. That is, one monitoring strategy for the monitor purpose (which is included into the Characterize and Understand category); one strategy for the improve purpose (which is included into the Control and Change category); and, lastly, one strategy for the compare and adopt purpose (which is included into the Adopt an Alternative category).

Each scenario includes the business goal purpose, the amount/type of involved views, the scenario description and the specification of the generic process of the strategy. In addition, one example of each scenario is given.

4.1. Evaluation Scenario for the Monitor Purpose

Business goal purpose: Monitor.
Type of view: Quality. Amount of views: One.
Scenario description: The business goal purpose at operational level is to monitor the situation of an entity, in a given context, for a set of characteristics and attributes related to a quality focus, through the systematic use of a monitoring strategy driven by measurement, evaluation and analysis activities. The measurement activity is performed by quantifying attributes by means of the selected metrics. The evaluation activity is performed by interpreting characteristics and attributes by means of indicators. The measurements and evaluations are carried out periodically (with more or less frequency) in order to understand -during the established time- the situation or state of the evaluated entity, to determine comparisons and trends in the performance level of the indicators, and/or to establish baselines.

Evaluation scenario example:
- Business goal statement: Monitor the Quality in Use of the JGUIAr during a semester with a monthly frequency. (Note that JGUIAr stands for Java Graphic User Interface Architect. It is a tool for designing Java AWT GUIs developed by Dr. H. Molina in the context of an Object-oriented Programming course in the Engineering School at UNLPam. Its version 1.3 is available at https://sites.google.com/site/jguiarsoftware/).
- Quality View: System-in-Use Quality View.
- Entity Category: System in Use.
• Quality Focus: Quality in Use.
• Concrete Entity: JGUIAr in use.
• Characteristic: Actual Usability (Sub-characteristics: Effectiveness, Efficiency and Learnability in Use).

Strategy to be applied: GOCAMEM (Goal-Oriented Context-Aware Measurement, Evaluation and Monitoring).

Generic process specification for GOCAMEM: see Fig. 3.

The GOCAMEM process begins with the definition of non-functional requirements (A1 activity). This activity is devoted to define the characteristics and attributes to be evaluated. In A2, the ME are designed by selecting the most suitable metrics and indicators from a repository.

Then, in A3, based on the specification of metrics and indicators, ME are implemented to obtain the measure’s/indicator’s values. Concurrently with A3 activity, A4.1 can be performed. In the latter, the analysis is designed and the document “Analysis Specification” is obtained, serving as input to A4.2. The A4.2 activity (“Analyze Results”) permits obtaining conclusions and recommendations about strengths and weaknesses of the evaluated entity, providing an analysis of the current status of the entity during the monitoring period. A4.2 also allows to perform a comparative analysis on the evolution and trends for the level of performance of elementary and global indicators, as well as to establish baselines in order to adjust decision criteria.

Note that in Fig. 3 the cycle between A3 and A4.2 indicates that the measurement, evaluation and analysis are performed over time in order to understand the situation of the entity in the established monitoring period.

4.2. Evaluation Scenario for the Improve Purpose

Business goal purpose: Improve.

Type of view: Quality.  Amount of views: One.
Scenario description: The business goal purpose at operational level is to understand and improve the current state of an entity, in a given context, for a set of characteristics and attributes related to a quality focus, through the systematic use of an improvement strategy driven by measurement, evaluation, analysis and change activities. The measurement activity is performed by quantifying attributes by means of the selected metrics. The evaluation activity is performed by interpreting characteristics and attributes by means of indicators. The analysis is based on determining weaknesses or vulnerabilities of the evaluated entity in a given moment, which produces a conclusion and recommendation report about opportunities for improvement. The improvement can be achieved by means of changes in the entity and/or in its context. Once the changes were performed, the new entity version (and/or context) is re-evaluated for analyzing the actual impact and gain of the improvement.
Evaluation scenario example:

- Business goal statement: Improve 15 percentage points the JGUIAr External Quality in 3 months.
- Quality View: System Quality View.
- Entity Category: System.
- Quality Focus: External Quality.
- Concrete Entity: JGUIAr application.

Strategy to be applied: GOCAMEC (Goal-Oriented Context-Aware Measurement, Evaluation and Change).

Generic process specification for GOCAMEC: see Fig. 4.

From A1 to A4.2 activity, the process in Fig. 4 is very similar to the process in Fig. 3. However, in GOCAMEC the analysis (A4.1) includes, among others aspects, the established criteria to decide when an entity needs changes to improve the performance of attributes. Then, A4.2 uses the measures, indicator’s values and the analysis specification as input, and produces the recommendation report as output. This report indicates change actions to be made in order to improve the vulnerabilities (or inefficiencies) detected in the entity/context. Consequently, for designing and implementing changes, A5 and A6 must be done respectively. Changes are designed and implemented according to the improvement recommendations given in the A4.2 activity.

Aimed at knowing the quality impact produced after changes on the entity, a re-evaluation should be performed. If the planned improvement gain on quality after the implemented changes was not achieved (i.e., the operational business goal was not achieved considering the information need), then new change and re-evaluation cycles should be performed.

4.3. Evaluation Scenario for the Compare and Adopt Purpose

Business goal purpose: Compare and Adopt.

Evaluation scenario example:

- Business goal statement: Compare a set of social network applications for smartphones with the aim of adopting the best Usability characteristics.

Type of view: Quality. Amount of views: One.

Scenario description: The business goal purpose at operational level is to compare characteristics and attributes from a set of representative entities, in a given context, with the aim of adopting recommended strengths through the systematic use of a comparing strategy driven by ME, analysis and eventually, change. The measurement activity is performed by quantifying attributes (using metrics) and the evaluation activity is performed by interpreting characteristics and attributes (using indicators). The comparative analysis is based on determining strengths and weaknesses of the preselected entities in a given moment, for recommending and adopting the detected strengths in a new entity or in one that already exists.

Evaluation scenario example:

- Business goal statement: Compare a set of social network applications for smartphones with the aim of adopting the best Usability characteristics.
in a new social network application to be
developed.

- Quality View: System Quality View.
- Entity Category: System.
- Quality Focus: External Quality.
- Concrete Entities: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn.
- Characteristics: Usability (Sub-characteristics: Comprehensibility, Learnability, Operability and User error protection).

**Strategy to be applied:** GOCAMECom (Goal-Oriented Context-Aware Measurement, Evaluation and Comparison).

**Generic process specification for GOCAMECom:**

The GOCAMECom process begins with the preselection of representative entities to be compared (A0 activity). The preselection can be based on methods such as expert judgment, case studies, among others. Note that if the strengths would be adopted in an existing entity, this should be one out of the preselected entities. Then, A1 is devoted to define the characteristics and attributes to be evaluated. In the A2 activity the ME are designed by selecting the most suitable metrics and indicators. In A4.1 the analysis is designed, which includes, among others aspects, the establishment of criteria for recommending and adopting. A4.1 can be done in parallel with A3, which involves implementing the ME per each preselected entity as shown in Fig. 5 (producing measures and indicator’s values).

In the sequel, A4.2 uses the measures, indicator’s values and the analysis specification as input, and produces the recommendation report as output. This report contains the strengths to be adopted in an existing entity or in a new one to be developed. If the target entity already exists and weaknesses were detected, then changes should be carried out for adopting the strengths of the other compared entities. Thus, for designing and implementing changes, A5 and A6 must be done respectively.

**4.4. Abridged Remarks about Strategies, Purposes and Categories**

To summarize, we would like to point out two aspects. Firstly, there are evaluation purposes which are aimed at better understanding the current state or performance of an entity, without influencing it (i.e., without introducing changes in the target entity), another evaluation purposes are aimed to some extent at influencing the target entity (or its context), and another purposes are aimed at selecting an entity.
or the better characteristics from a set of entities.

For the Characterize and Understand category, we developed strategies for understanding (not illustrated in this paper) and monitoring (subsection 4.1), in which change activities are not included (thus, the FRs concepts do not intervene –recall Fig. 2). For the Control and Change category, we developed strategies for improving (subsection 4.2), and monitoring and controlling (not illustrated in this paper), in which change activities are included to enhance the target entity quality or to keep under control some parameters. Therefore, both NFRs and FRs concepts are used in their activities and methods. Lastly, for the Adopt an Alternative category, we developed strategies for selecting an alternative, and comparing and adopting. The strategy for selecting one alternative from a set of competitive entities (not illustrated in this paper) does not imply a change in the target entity, but rather its adoption and installation in an organization. While the strategy for comparing competitive entities and adopting the best capabilities or features to a target entity may imply changes as described in subsection 4.3. Both strategies imply to preselect a set of entities.

Secondly, we can observe a high level of activity reuse by looking at the process specifications of illustrated strategies. Thus, all process specifications of the family of strategies share the A1-A4 activities. While the A1-A3 activities are the same at task level for all strategies, the A4.1 and A4.2 activities can vary slightly at task level depending on the specific evaluation purpose. Furthermore, for those evaluation purposes that embrace changes, the A5-A6 activities can be reused totally. Note that while activity specifications can be the same for designing and implementing changes, different methods can be applied such as programming, refactoring, restructuring, or re-parameterization. On the other hand, the A0 activity can be reused for those strategies in which preselection is needed.

Despite the fact that many activities are reused in the process specifications of all evaluation strategies, the dynamic of activities may slightly differ each other (compare figures 3, 4 and 5, in which processes are specified from the behavioral perspective). Ultimately, the sound specification of strategies for different evaluation purposes helps to know what to do and how to do in a systematic and disciplined way for achieving business goal purposes.

5. Running Example: Application of the Comparing and Adopting Strategy

In the scenario example of subsection 4.3, the statement of the business goal, namely, “compare a set of social network applications for smartphones with the aim of adopting the best Usability characteristics in a new social network application to be developed” contains the compare and adopt purpose. This belongs to the Adopt an Alternative category. Also, the amount of involved quality views is one: The System Quality View. So, GOCAMECom is the strategy to be instantiated for achieving this goal purpose. It is worthy to remark that the activities of Fig. 5 are renamed considering the specific quality view because the process specification in Fig. 5 is generic. For example, A1 is now renamed “Define Requirements for the System Quality View”, A2 is renamed as “Design Measurement and Evaluation for the System Quality View”, and so forth for the remainder activities. Let us describe the GOCAMECom’s activities.

(A0) Preselect Representative Social Network Mobile Apps: The selection was done at random from the 15 most popular social network apps listed at www.ebizmba.com/articles/social-networking-websites. As a result, four representative entities for Android were selected, namely: Instagram (v.10.0.0), Facebook (v. 106.0.0.26.28), Twitter (v. 4.0.100) and LinkedIn (v. 6.28.0). Note that the version of each selected app was the most recent at the time of this study (in December, 2016).

(A1) Define Requirements for the System Quality View: This activity produces the “Nonfunctional Requirements Specification” document, which includes the “Business Goal and Information Need Specification”, the “Context Properties”, and the “Requirements Tree for External Quality” (see Table 1, 1st column). Usability is the root characteristic of the requirements tree. For this characteristic, 17 attributes were selected –see their definitions in [12]. These are related to some of the following sub-characteristics: Comprehensibility, Learnability, Operability and User Error Protection.

(A2) Design Measurement and Evaluation for the System Quality View: In this activity, metrics are selected to quantify all the attributes of the requirements tree shown in Table 1. Fig. 6 specifies the Foreign Language Support Level metric, which quantifies the Foreign Language Support attribute (coded 1.1.1.3 in Table 1).

In order to interpret the metric’s values, an elementary indicator should be selected for each attribute as well. The indicator scale (e.g., in the percentage unit) is interpreted using agreed decision criteria, which help to analyze the level of satisfaction met by each attribute. Particularly, we used in our study three acceptability levels, namely: ● Satisfactory” whose values ranges between [90-100%]; ● Marginal “ [80-90); and ● Unsatisfactory” [0-80]. Fig. 7 specifies the elementary indicator for the Foreign Language...
Support attribute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Foreign Language Support Level (FLSL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong>: Determine the level of foreign language support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong>: Tebes – Peppino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version</strong>: 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement Procedure</strong>: Type: Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specification</strong>: The inspector analyzes the application searching for language configuration to determine the category (0, 1 or 2). Where 0 means that the application does not have any option to change the language. 1 means that the application has 3 or less languages to be configured. And 2 means that the application has more than 3 languages to be configured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numerical Scale</strong>: Representation: Discrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Type</strong>: Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale Type</strong>: Interval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 Direct metric specification for the Foreign Language Support attribute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Performance Level of the Foreign Language Support (P_FLS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong>: Tebes – Peppino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version</strong>: 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elementary model</strong>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specification</strong>: the mapping is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_FLS = 0 if FLSL=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 if FLSL=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 if FLSL=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision criterion (3 acceptability levels)</strong>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name 1</strong>: ■ Unsatisfactory; <strong>Range</strong>: if 0≤ P_FLS &lt; 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Indicates that it is not advisable to be adopted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name 2</strong>: ◆ Marginal; <strong>Range</strong>: if 80 ≤ P_FLS &lt; 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Indicates that it could be adopted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name 3</strong>: ○ Satisfactory; <strong>Range</strong>: if 90 ≤ P_FLS ≤ 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Indicates that it is advisable to be adopted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numerical Scale</strong>: Representation: Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value Type</strong>: Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale Type</strong>: Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit</strong>: Name: Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acronym</strong>: %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Elementary indicator specification for the Foreign Language Support attribute.

Additionally, derived indicators are defined by means of an aggregation model, which permits interpreting characteristics and sub-characteristics of a requirements tree. To the present study, the LSP (“Logic Scoring of Preferences”) [7] aggregation method was selected, which supports the specification of weights for elements. Weight represents the relative importance of elements (characteristics and attributes) in a requirements tree. In this case, weights were agreed by experts (see 2nd column in Table 1), but other techniques can be used.

Note that in the generic process of Fig. 5 both metrics and indicators are retrieved from a repository (“Metrics/Indicators <<datastore>>”). The work product produced in A2 is named “Metric and Indicator Specifications”.

(A3) Implement Measurement and Evaluation for the System Quality View: This activity produces the measures and indicators’ values. Indicators’ values both for elementary and derived indicators are shown in Table 1, from the 3rd to 6th column for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn mobile apps respectively. Measured and calculated values are recorded in the “Measure’s/Indicator’s values <<datastore>>”. It is important to remark that the measurement was performed by two data collectors following the measurement procedure specified in the corresponding metric.

(A4.1) Design Analysis: Concurrently to A3 the A4.1 activity was carried out. In A4.1, a set of criteria was agreed for deciding whether an entity attribute should be considered as a strength to be adopted or not. Thus, an attribute is considered a strength if its indicator value falls into the “● Satisfactory” acceptability level. When several entities share the same strength (attribute), the one with the highest score is recommended to be adopted. In case that they have the same score, any of them could be recommended. For those attributes which are not benchmarked satisfactorily in any selected entity but fall into the “◆ Marginal” level, their adoption could be considered taking into account that some kind of improvement must be included.

(A4.2) Analyze Results and Recommend Strengths to be Adopted: After A3 and A4.1 were performed, the instantiated A4.2 activity can be enacted, which produces a “Recommendation Report” following the criteria documented in the “Analysis Specification”. This report includes the strongest-benchmarked attributes to be adopted in the new mobile app GUI to be developed.

Looking at the resulting Usability indicator values in Table 1, no app reached the “◆ Satisfactory” level. Nevertheless, within the “◆ Marginal” level, Facebook got the best score (87.56%) followed by Twitter (85.65%). While Instagram and LinkedIn fell into the “■ Unsatisfactory” acceptability level, with 70.47% and 69.85% values respectively.

Following the analysis at attribute level, only Twitter obtained the maximum score (100%) for Contextual Control Icon Ease to be Recognized.
the Twitter app and therefore are recommended to respectively. These five attributes are strengths in attributes, which reached 91.40% and 90.44% respectively. These five attributes are strengths in the Twitter app and therefore are recommended to be adopted in the new entity.

On the other hand, Facebook met the highest score for the Error Prevention (1.1.1.2.1) and Feedback Appropriateness (1.4.1.2), more than one entity met the highest score. E.g., both Instagram and Facebook reached the best score (100%) for Foreign Language Support attribute. In these cases, it is recommended to adopt the strength of any of these entities.

Finally, regarding Main Control Icon Ease to be Recognized (1.1.1.2.1) and Error Prevention (1.4.1.1) attributes, it is worth to remark that the highest scores fall into the “Satisfactory” level. Therefore, it may be recommended to adopt them, but considering that improvements must be incorporated to reach a “Satisfactory” level. For 1.1.1.2.1, it could be adopted from LinkedIn or Facebook, since both obtained 85.71%. Regarding 1.4.1.1 attribute, it is recommended to adopt it from Facebook, since it obtained the highest score, namely 83.33%.

Lastly, taking into account that the detected

As seen in Table 1, for Global Organization Scheme Understandability (1.1.1.1), Foreign Language Support (1.1.1.3), Alert Notification Feedback Appropriateness (1.2.1.2), Defaults (1.3.1.1), Widget Entry Availability (1.3.1.3), Permanence of Main Controls (1.3.3.1.1), Permanence of Contextual Controls (1.3.3.1.2) and Error Recovery (1.4.1.2), more than one entity met the highest score. E.g., both Instagram and Facebook reached the best score (100%) for Foreign Language Support attribute. In these cases, it is recommended to adopt the strength of any of these entities.
strengths will be adopted in a new social network mobile app, the A5 (“Design Changes”) and A6 (“Implement Changes”) activities were not performed for this study. Recall that change activities (A5 and A6) are just performed when the target entity already exists, as shown in Fig. 5. So, once A4.2 was finished, the process for this case study finished as well.

6. Related Work and Discussion

Every organization struggle to achieve its business goals successfully. To do this, it is advisable to have a systematic approach, which permits the establishment of goals at different organizational levels, as well as organizing the work by means of projects and strategies for helping to reach goal purposes. Therefore, this systematic and integrated approach should include the following characteristics: i) the definition of business goals and information need goals at different organizational levels; ii) the definition of different evaluation purposes for goals; and iii) the conception of a family of evaluation strategies that helps achieving goal purposes.

In the present work, we have considered aspects of the two latter approach’s features. Regarding the evaluation purposes, many of them are documented in several works [3, 4, 8, 10, 16, 17]. However, there is no broad consensus yet in some purpose definitions. Even more, just in [17] a classification for purposes is presented, but it does not allow encompassing the intentionality of some purposes such as select the suitable alternative or compare and adopt. For example, the compare and adopt purpose is intended to determine strengths and weaknesses of a set of pre-selected representative entities in order to adopt strengths in an existing entity or in a new entity that needs to be developed. Note that in [17], the classification of evaluation purposes is based on the active category, which always imply changes in the target entity aimed at improving it. Or on the passive category which implies no change in the target entity. Therefore, in the context of this discussion, in Section 3, we have proposed three categories that embrace the intentionality of all evaluation goal purposes.

Regarding the third (iii) approach’s feature, in the current literature there is few works that deals with the importance of having a family of evaluation (ME/MEC) strategies that helps to achieve different evaluation goal purposes, considering also quality views. Additionally, it is important to remark that strategies are important resources in helping to achieve project’s goal purposes, since the well-specified processes and methods can benefit and foster their understandability, communicability and applicability.

For example, a MEC strategy that integrates simultaneously the domain conceptual base, the process specification and the method specification is presented in [14]. But a family of strategies for different purposes is not considered.

A well-known approach is GQM’s Strategies [1]. It includes a goal-oriented framework for the design and implementation of software measurement projects at different organizational levels. Unlike its predecessor, GQM (Goal Question Metric), the business goals that GQM’s Strategies defines can be aligned at different organizational levels through the establishment of strategies. In [1], strategies define objectives for reaching goals and require the definition and fulfillment of lower level goals. Therefore, business goals are linked to measurement goals using GQM. Nevertheless, well-established process specifications for different ME/MEC strategies regarding different evaluation purposes and quality (quality-cost) views are missing.

Another related work is the Goal-Driven Measurement approach [15], which describes a general process for the definition of measurement goals aimed at helping to fulfill organizational goals. The approach process begins indicating that the organization should establish business goals at any organizational level. From these goals, questions or issues related to what stakeholders want to know or learn emerge. These issues allow identifying quantitative information through the decomposition of the business goal into related sub-goals. With the list of sub-goals and issues, entities and attributes are identified, following the GQM model and templates as well as its terminology. But authors, neither explicitly define concepts such as business goal, organizational level, information need goal, evaluation purpose, strategy, among others, nor specify different ME/MEC strategies regarding evaluation goal purposes and quality views.

Additionally, Goethert and Fisher [9] describe the GQ(I)M (Goal Question Indicator Measurement) approach, which merges the most prominent aspects of [15] with the Balanced Scorecard [11] paradigm for the decomposition of strategic goals into sub-goals. GQ(I)M is used to systematically establish organizational goals for each quadrant that Balanced Scorecard defines. Also, it helps identifying and defining measures and indicators. However, GQ(I)M does not deal with the use of different integrated strategies to fulfill business goal purposes from ME information need goals.

Lastly, a recent strategy for monitoring cloud services named Cloud MoS@RT has been specified in [5], which relies on a conceptual base. Also, it documents the process and activities using SPEM in addition to different methods and models. Cloud MoS@RT only deals with the monitoring purpose, so authors do not discuss a family of strategies for different evaluation goal purposes.
7. Conclusion and Future Work

For the first paper’s contribution, we have analyzed in Section 3 a categorization for a set of evaluation purposes in which business and information need goals can be satisfied through the systematic use of a family of strategies driven by measurement, evaluation and eventually change activities.

We argue that the proposed categories may foster a clearer understanding and communication of the purposes’ intention to different stakeholders. It can be highlighted that purposes in the Characterize and Understand category serve as a basis for the remainder category purposes. For example, it is necessary to understand the current state of an entity before implementing changes for improvement. Likewise, it is necessary to understand the current state of representative/competitive entities before making thoughtful decisions.

For the second paper’s contribution, in Section 4, we have presented three strategies of the family of strategies. It is important to remark that many evaluation scenarios’ examples can be envisioned for the same goal purpose (e.g., improve) considering the amount of quality views (as documented in [18], in which intervenes two quality views).

Regarding the third contribution, in Section 5, the GOCAMECom strategy for the comparison of four social network apps, which helps evaluators to determine the strengths to be adopted in a new smartphone app to be developed has been illustrated.

Note that a limitation of the current work is the lack of a broader validation that corroborates the different ME/MEC strategies fit well to the corresponding purpose and category. Hence, as an ongoing work, we are designing surveys in order to confirm their appropriateness with domain experts.

Lastly, considering that some sub-ontologies for the family of strategies remained unspecified (recall Fig. 2), we are developing the ontology for FRs. Once this ontology be agreed, the testing, development and maintenance sub-ontologies will be built and related to it.
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